THE HUMAN BEING: CRYSTALLIZED VISUALIZATION
OF A ROTATIVE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
SET IN MOTION BY ITS OWN CENTER:
“THE SINGULAR POINT” – THE BRAIN
Our school has presented the process of formation of the earth, which has taken
place throughout time under the influence of the spontaneous vegetation.
The basic elements have been the light, the warmth of the sun, the air, the water
of the rains, and the minerals of the rocks. Therefore, there is no other option
for the human being than that of harmonizing himself with these forces in order
to live a conscientious life as his nature among animals, in the vegetal and
mineral regnum.
Mario Michelangelo Stromillo
The inventors of the atomic bomb have invented nothing new. They
haven’t discovered a new principle. Instead, they have concentrated the
explosive energy, which is the source of life, in a very minute space and have
created the instrument for destruction, for collective death.
A projectile, in its case, weighs 500 Kg = ½ a tone. Projected in the air, it
presents a power of 25,000 tons and runs a distance of 20 Km, overruling the
laws of gravity.
The energy of the explosion, expressed in weight of inert matter,
overrules the law of gravity.
The process of expectoration, of the projection of the sputum, the
agglomeration of drops of mucus and pus, which raise from the depths of
alveoli, of bronchi, this movement against gravity, could be explained as the
result of numerous enzymatic explosions in the protoplasm of the endothelial
cells of alveoli, of epithelial cells of the mucosa of bronchi and small
bronchioles.
The rise of the subterranean water to the stalk of a plant, this current that
begins in the roots, pumping water from underground and transporting it up to
40, 50 or 60 meters, could also be explained through the enzymatic microexplosions, which take place in the protoplasm of the vegetal cells of roots and
in those of cells that line the small canals, true vessels deep inside the trunk of
the trees. Calculated, regular, governed enzymatic explosions are the main
sources of vital and psychological energy.
In order to explain this phenomenon it is enough to confront it with what
takes place when a store of gunpowder isn’t well ventilated: an self-explosion
can take place. In the naval history, many ships have exploded for the same
reason. The lack of ventilation, the local hypoxemia in general could cause self-
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explosions in cells and tissues. The explosion of pneumonia is a very clear
example.
In protein chains that float and move in the cytoplasm and in extracellular liquids we find the acetone and, in catabolic reactions, we find
etherized, alcohol-like substances.
Presently one can explain the startling outburst of acute infectious
diseases and acute dermatoses.
The strictly microbiological view is too ingénue and too simplistic. The
enzymatic explosions well harmonized represent the flow of normal life. The
same explosions, non-harmonized, weakened, dysrhythmic, could be the main
cause of the chronic degeneration.
The protoplasm contains sulphur; therefore, it re-unites the substances and
organizes the necessary conditions for the outburst of the cellular microexplosions.
In the cellular protoplasm, enzymatic micro-explosions take place
ceaselessly, and these explosions are the primary source of vital energy.
These numerous micro-explosions take place on a surface of 200 hectares,
which is that of the total protoplasm of the human body.
In each point, the explosion, wonderfully organized, wonderfully limited,
is weak and harmless, but the enormous number of all the micro-explosions is
enough for the continuous flow of the vital energy. Perhaps the fever is an
increase of these micro-explosions.
Tiredness is perhaps a diminishing of the number and intensity of the
enzymatic micro-explosions. A new chapter is born in biology and in pathology:
it is the enzymatic pathophysiology.
Our hypothesis on the enzymatic micro-explosions is partially shared by
the eminent botanic Renato Soueges. In one of his famous studies, La vie
vegetale. La cinematique de la vie, he writes:
“The egg represents the perfect and omnipotent type of cell, possessing all
the virtues, with all the capabilities and yet without having done nothing.
This cell, in which one can find accumulated the entire hereditary
patrimony, and in which there is no part that possesses that patrimony, must
possess its own physical and chemical organization, which has been compared
with that of a powerful condenser in which all the parts, even the smallest,
minute ones, are found in a excessively strict interpenetration. This condenser
should function as an explosive or as an explosive complex, and its development
should correspond to a series of multiple explosions, determined by the
environment, in which the effects should translate themselves to our eyes in the
movement called life. The explosive reactions should be produced inside the
colloidal mycelium within colossal molecules, labile and unstable, which
compose the egg cell. The weakest physical or chemical agents can act on these
molecules, modifying them profoundly, causing forming or isomers or ethers,
etc., thus giving birth to states of new equilibrium.”
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Let us add an excerpt extracted from an excellent study of the eminent
physiologist P. Chauchard, “The release of the chemical intermediary must take
place with extreme rapidity, because if we were to talk about a synthesis
simultaneous with the nervous conduction, the explosion of a pre-existent
phosphoric molecule should take place.” (P. Chauchard, La chimie du cerveau,
Presse Universitaire, p.3).
A morbid aggression is always quantitative. It is characterized by the
much too great number of cells that are destroyed; blood cells or parenchymal
cells. It is also characterized by the number of protein toxins, originated either
from the microbial disintegration, or from disintegration of phagocytes
sacrificed, or from disintegration of tissue protoplasm, which undergoes an
unexpected and quick traumatic, chemical, thermal and microbial shock.
In order to solve the aggression, first of all one must open the paths for
elimination, one must cleanse the intestines, the lungs, the kidneys and the liver;
one must immediately open the spastic, atonic, closed capillaries; one must
increase the flow of plasma to the maximum, and the plasma will normalize the
environment, bringing the antibodies, the ferments, the diastases, the oxygen,
the glucose and the nutritive substances from the reserves of the organism.
The organism should be cleansed and the toxic substances eliminated.
If the therapy remains strictly drug-related, the organism will be liberated
from a species of microbes, which will give way to new species of microbes.
The cellular debris, the protein toxins will remain in the organism, poisoning
various regions of the body. The acute dangerous phenomena will go away, but
other chronic disorders will replace them, atypical and difficult to diagnose.
The “suffering” is a spiritual/psychological sensation of the soul/“I”,
when the Laws of Creation are broken or changed – the Laws which govern the
Entire world of Energy, for which All “diseases” are interferences in the normal
flow and re-flow of Energy with variation of its polarization, in the living
bodies. The polarizations and variations of ionic-electric Energy, induced by the
mind, when it follows mental schemes which come in contrast with the laws of
Creation, and by the incorrect feeding (food, water, air, medicines, serums,
vaccines, etc.), and when these Bioelectronic modifications coincide with those
in the Atmosphere, induced by the Sun, the Moon, the Cosmos, the
Bioelectronic values of the bodies of living beings become drastically modified;
(this is why “influenzas” and other diseases appear and disappear cyclically and
seasonally; these variations induce, through the phenomenon of
interdependence, dictated by the Laws of Thermodynamics, modifications in the
transformation of biochemical Energies of the molecular and cellular terrain in
which they will live again (by means of the DNA, we can make a sum of all the
“diseases” recorded in the Electrons contained in the Immortal Genes of the
DNA, in the form of information, ever since the moment of Creation of the
Universe), or the “prions” will multiply and grow. Also called “Amyloids”, they
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are protein toxins accumulated in the body, which reproduce without DNA, or
assimilated from the external environment and all the other pathogenic agents:
bacteria, viruses, super viruses, etc., which are the final (not causal) elements of
what we call in an improper way “diseases”. It is only the couple: Terrain (Host)
+ Pathogenic Agent, that produces the “disease”. When the terrain, the corporeal
liquids, are in order, i.e. bioelectronically within the values of Perfect Health,
the pathogenic agent can do nothing at all. Only if the terrain is electronically
disturbed, the “pathogenic” agent unleashes the “disease”, the disorder.
Here we have the demonstration of how the “verb” to break (the Laws of
Creation) creates, modifies, transforms the Creation. The “diseases” are only a
way to be of the “I”, a variation of the true ethics. In fact, the “disease” is the
basis for the manifestation of the Capacity to Evolve towards Perfection,
through the exercise of the will power.
In every biochemical laboratory, in order to proliferate some microbe,
bacterium or virus, one prepares cultures adapted to its insemination. Only if the
ambient, the terrain, is adapted, will we have the proliferation of the microbe,
bacterium or virus.
It is because of this reason that we must analyze the values of the terrain,
without considering which type of virus or bacterium is being inseminated.
If we will vary the electronic values of the environment, with opportune
techniques, we will be able to suppress or reduce the danger presented by the
bacteria or viruses. This technique allows a control of the body technology, and
it defines the values of the pollution of the terrain analyzed.
The electronic analysis consists of measuring 3 physical known factors:
pH, rH2, ro. With these three factors, we can measure the currents of Life,
which are in reality micro-currents, having become measurable thanks to
Electronics.
The three factors define rigorously a watery solution that becomes soluble
through electrolytic dissociation.
The biological formations, even the most inert ones, like the ivory, for
instance, which contains from 12% to 14.5% water, are supplied, however, with
a certain percent of water. One can note that without water without aqueous
solution, there can be no life.
Life can be defined bioelectronically as a certain state of solution, within
certain limits of pH, rH2 and of ro.
Death, or the suspension of life, is revealed to our measurements as being
a type of limit, through the excess of the molecular concentration, a return to the
para-crystalline state, through the progressive accumulation of liquids.
In organized organisms, the percent of water needed for life tends to be
high.
In a normal adult human being, in a good state of health, the percent of
water (blood, interstitial liquid, lymph or extra- and inter-cellular circulating
liquid) is close to 70% of body weight.
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In the newborn infant, this percent is close to 80%. In the elder, it falls
down to circa 60%. Below 55% of water, one inevitably reaches death… This
constitutes an excess of alcalinization, with excess of electrical charge and very
increased osmotic pressure.
The entire biology is dominated by the law of the pH (measure of
alkalinity or acidity) and of rH2 (measure in electrons of the pH). The
biochemical reactions are possible solely within relatively strict values of these
2 ionic-electronic factors; one can infer that the limit values of health and life
are written in the biological space that they determine.
This electronic technique allows us to rigorously define the values and
the sense of pathological deviations, reported to the values of the Perfect Health
(P.H.), with the purpose of normalizing, in perfect awareness of cause, and to
concretize precisely the very vague notion of “terrain”, giving it a precise
scientific character.
A precise notion of the “terrain” presents, in effect, an extreme interest,
not only in the field of biology, of prevention and of cure of pathologies, but
also in the field of research, of control of aliments and efficiency or harmfulness
of all the pharmacological products.
Pasteur himself, after having spent his entire life in microbiology, just
before he died said to one of his assistants, “Claude Bernard was right; the
microbe is nothing, the terrain is everything.” However, in our universities of
medicine, this phrase is not remembered.
The factors that are examined in bioelectronics are the micro-currents and
are first of all very few, but they define the primordial characteristics of every
state of the living, and in fact the resulting instable equilibrium of a medium
position, with a series of actions and reactions, in which always predominates a
tendency, more or less powerful, within each and every one of the acidic and
basic systems, and of cathode polarization in electrons.
This order of reports is considered the resultant of various antagonistic
actions, and depends on three exclusive factors: pH, rH2, ro, which are in fact
three electromagnetic factors, necessary and sufficient for the characterization of
a biologic state.
In 1925, Charles Laville, famous researcher from the Superior School of
Electricity in Paris, was writing in his publication, “The electro-dynamic of
muscle” that they behave as condensers, and he founded the theory of the
electrical functioning of the cell, theory that was re-considered later by the
founder of Bioelectronics, Prof. L.C. Vincent, and by the author.
This theory of Laville was much debated, but 25 years later it was
reconsidered and adopted by various research laboratories, among which the
laboratory of physiology at Sorbonne, in Paris, demonstrating with great clarity
that the functions of the cell are electromagnetic.
From 1941 to 1943, G. Stromberg from the Carnegie Foundation (USA)
has revealed the currents, evidencing the production of electromagnetic fields by
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living beings, fields that disappear after their death. Around 1943, F. Vless,
professor at the University in Strasburg, together with his collaborators, has
studied the variations of the pH and rH2 of the blood in various diseases,
discovering the interest for diagnosis in medicine.
Until 1948, prof. L. C. Vincent, ignoring the works of Vless, added to the
pH and rH2 the ro (resistivity) and founded the bioelectronics on completely
new scientific bases, introducing these three electromagnetic factors as
necessary and sufficient for characterizing exactly a solution, and in
consequence any organic or biological status in which the water represents the
most important part.
In 1953, prof. J. Kemeny, vice rector of the University and professor of
biology-mathematics in the polytechnic of Budapest, demonstrated that every
biological terrain can be represented, truly and totally, by 3 unique factors (see
his treatise: “Contributions to the mathematic-physics explanation of the
capacity of reaction of living organisms”), ignoring even the works of prof.
Vincent.
These three factors are:
- a factor of ionization or magnetic; of mass or inertia: pH;
- a factor of electronic charge or electricity; of elasticity or sensibility:
rH2;
- a factor of resistivity or dielectric of viscosity or of overheating: ro.
All this is firmly confirmed by the second principle of thermodynamics.
In 1962, at the first International Congress of Medical Electronics, held in
Paris at the UNESCO palace, after Professor Vincent’s dissertation on
bioelectronics, this was immediately contested in its principles, first by an
American Professor, and then by an English Professor. Professor Kemeny,
present at the congress, communicated the results of his own researches in
Biology/Mathematics, published in 1953.
As opposed to his predecessors who have contested the dissertation of
Professor Vincent, he has confirmed the representative and perfect value of three
factors of bioelectronics.
1.
– The pH, statistical value of the Proton (H+); it is a mass factor,
or a factor of kinetic energy; it holds the predominant place in every
manifestation of the vital energy; it represents the magnetic potentiality and it
renders the greatest ionic mobility.
2.
– The rH2, statistical value of the Electron – by means of the
power of polarization of the H2, produced by the reaction: (2H+) + (2e-) = H2;
it is a factor of sensitivity by excellence, because it measures the charge in
electrons, and represents the electric potentiality.
3.
– The ro, or electric resistivity, is truly the main factor of
overheating, and at the same time the dielectric power K, i.e. the electric
capacity C = f (K), capable of increasing this overheating.
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In the end, bioelectronics, measuring these three factors, Magnetic,
Electric and Dielectric, of a biological status, measures “The Entire Life” and it
is superfluous to go on searching for other measures for characterizing a vital
status.
Normally, in bioelectronics one makes use of these three measurements
on: saliva, urine and blood; and sometimes also on stools.
We can make the affirmation that the values, for instance, of the blood in
young adults in a good state of health, have the following pH values: from 7 to
7.2; while the values corresponding to the extreme limits of life, and to death,
are these: 6 and 9.4. For the rH2, the limit-values of life are contained between
15 and 35, while the mean of P.H. (Perfect Health) in young adults in a good
state of health is close to 22 (from 21 to 23).
For resistivity, ro, the limit-values of life, in cases of terminal
degenerative processes, correspond to a minimum resistivity of the blood, equal
to 100-120 Ohms; the P.H. being contained within 190-200 for adults and within
220-250 for sportsmen.
In P.H., the measurements of urine are, pH from 6.8 to 6.9; rH2 from 20
to 24; ro from 25 to 30. In this case, the kidneys present a normal functioning.
The urine eliminates a maximum of urea and cholesterol-like elements and
mineral electrolytes.
Many bioelectronic discoveries have been performed, for many years, up
to this date, and they have made possible to build a “map” to indicate the
position of various “Pathologies” in respect to P.H. These three factors, pH, rH2,
and ro, are connected by relations that permit to build a graph
(Graphic/Bioelectronic), which represents the results of measurements and
allows to position the “terrain” in its pathological evolution. Their
interdependence can be demonstrated mathematically by the relationships that
derive from the classical formula of Nernst, based upon the first and second
principles of thermodynamics.
The control of the state of death
We were also able to control the state of death, and we took into account
that apparent deaths are sometimes mistaken for real deaths. Bioelectronics
offers us help. It is enough to examine the values of the blood taken immediately
after the “demise” by the doctor. Here are some examples:
Real death: in the venous blood = pH superior to 18; rH2 inferior to 15;
ro inferior to 90 Ohms.
Apparent death: pH inferior to 7.5; rH2 superior to 18; ro superior to
120 Ohms. In these cases one must not declare the body as defunct, but
reanimate it!
It is a mater of super-polarization! Not of death!
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With bioelectronics it will no longer be possible to exist the cases of
buried alive, as they still happen today! The Americans have found this when
they had to transfer the bodies of their defunct soldiers, during the wars fought
outside their borders. They had to transfer from one coffin to another, the bodies
of their soldiers, and found that these bodies presented tumefactions on their
hands, as a result of having tried to open the coffin with all their strength; others
have turned around in their first coffin.
As we have mentioned above, the three factors that constitute the perfect
health are: the pH, magnetic factor; the rH2, electrical factor; the ro, dielectric
factor.
These physical factors are essentially bound to the properties of pure
water, universal solvent and ionizer for all solutions. If one thinks that in a
human body the percentage of water is of circa 70%, one understands how much
influence it has regarding the order of ratios in the organism. Below the
percentage of 55% water of the human body, by means of dehydration, burns,
consumption, etc, death is inevitable as a result of modifications of the
phenomena of ionization, electronization, and above all of dielectric power. To
be able to control the status of these waters, with electric medicines, represents
an enormous conquest in order to give back the status of perfect health to a
diseased individual.
The more organized the living being is, the greater will be the critical
percentage of water necessary for life. In an adult human in a good state of
health, the percentage of water in the blood, the interstitial and lymphatic liquid,
the extra-cellular circulating liquid and intra-cellular liquid, is of circa 70% of
body weight. The newborn has from 80% to 75% of liquids; in the elder the
percentage decreases to 60%. Below 55%, which is the critical percentage
deducted by our electronic analyses, in the moment of agony, one inevitably
reaches death, through an excess of super-electronized alkalinization and
osmotic hyper-pressure, due to an excess of electrolytes, of ionized and nonionized salts.
The pH: the pH of a solution can be defined as the negative logarithm of
the concentration of hydrogen ions (H+) in solution, i.e.: pH = -log (H+).
This is a number that varies from 0 to 14, and the value that it assumes for
a given solution gives the measure of acidity (excess of H+ ions) or alkalinity
(excess of OH- ions) of the solution. A solution is acid when pH value is
between 0 and 7.07); basic when pH is between 7.07 and 14.14. When pH is
equal to 7.07 the solution is neutral.
Let us remember that the ions are Atoms or groups of Atoms bound
together that have lost or collected an Electron, thus transforming the atom –
electrically neutral – in a Positive or a Negative Ion.
Speaking of pH and not taking into account its rH2 is insufficient.
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The rH2 completes the pH, as it provides the measure for the molecular
reactivity of the Ionization, its potentiality for reaction and its electronic
evolutionary tendency.
Between two elements analyzed, having the same pH, but having
respectively an rH2 of 10 and an rH2 of 35, there’s an entire “world” of
differences, of properties and activities. They can be, from time to time, poisons
or remedies, according to the status of the pH and of rH2 of the living organism
in which they must interact.
Equally, speaking of the rH2 without indicating the pH does not make any
sense.
In the value of rH2 is included not only that of the pH (of the ionization),
but also that of the potential of the electrode of pure Platinum, related to an
electrode of calomel, which serves as a comparison.
Without pH, the rH2, just as the oxidization-reduction potential, is absurd.
The rH2: electrical factor, represents the pressure of H2 (or O2)
manifested by the solution on a cathode of Platinum in a circuit of electrolytes
inserted into the solution. The rH2 is the logarithm with a changed sign of the
pressure of H2 on the cathode, the Platinum electrode.
rH2 = 0 corresponds to a pressure of molecular hydrogen H2 of 1
atmosphere per square centimeter of solution. For rH2 = 0, the pressure of O2 is
equal to zero. One says that the cathode is maximally polarized by the H2. In
this case, the current is minimal. One may deduct that the solution analyzed is
maximally charged with (negative) electrons.
When rH2 = 28, there is neutrality, inasmuch as the pressure of H2
equalizes that of O2; this value of 28 corresponds to a pressure of H2 of 1028
atmospheres; this represents an extremely low pressure, which allows for the
passage of a positive current. It can be deducted that the solution examined is
less charged with electrons, i.e. less negative, that the solution with an inferior
rH2.
The normal rH2 of the human blood in a human being in a good state of
health is situated between 21 and 23, for a pH between 7 and 7.1, with a
resistivity (ro) from 200 to 220 Ohms. The corresponding potentials are named
oxidative-reductive. They vary with the variation of pH. A low rH2
corresponds to a reductive solution. An elevated rH2 corresponds to an
oxidative solution.
The harmony among the Oxidization and Reduction ratios are situated at
rH2 = 28 (neutrality).
At a certain value of rH2, the positive potential is higher in an acide
terrain and the negative potential is higher in an alkaline terrain, and viceversa.
The dielectric factor ro is resistive: it indicates the concentration in
electrolytes of the solution, at it signals directly its dielectric power. It can be
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measured in Ohms on cm/cm2. The smaller the resistivity of a solution is, the
greater will be the concentration in conductive electrolytes and the smaller the
dielectric power.
The resistivity is the reverse of electric conductibility and osmotic
pressure.
The resistivity of a solution is a direct function of its conductive and
specific power, and of its electrostatic capacity.
As a consequence, the activity of an organic aqueous solution is related to
its resistivity, to its ionizing power and to its electrostatic capacity.
It follows that any exaggerate intake of minerals by means of alimentation
or drinks, mineral waters, aliments cultivated with chemical fertilizers, meats,
chemical medicines, vaccines, etc. will perturb the vital activity of the body
liquids, inducing conductive electrolytes, which will increase, if not eliminated,
the conductibility of the “terrain”, lowering its resistivity.
One of the common characteristics of the modern diseases in the
“civilized” countries is having a low resistivity of the blood.
THE ANTI-MATTER
The modern materialistic science will perhaps discover one day the
eternal Universe of antimatter, which has already been ignored for too long.
We can read in Times (October 1959) a message describing the present
theory of the scientists on antimatter: Stockholm, 16-10-1959.
The Nobel Prize in Physics is awarded nowadays to two American atomic
scientists, for the discovery of the anti-proton, which proves how matter exists
as two forms: particle and anti-particle. They are the doctor Emilio Segre, 69
years old, born in Italy, and the doctor Owen Chamberlain, from San Francisco.
According to one of the fundamental postulates of the new theory, there
can be another world or anti-world, made of antimatter, which should be
composed of atomic and subatomic particles, rotating on orbits inverse to the
ones of the known world. If these two worlds should meet, they would be both
annihilated in a blinding light.
Three are the concepts exposed in this declaration:
1). There is a particle of antimatter of opposed quality to that of the matter
known so far.
2). There is another world, apart from the one we know.
3). These two worlds can, at a certain moment, can encounter and
annihilate reciprocally.
The antimatter of which the physicists speak is nothing else that another
aspect of matter and its characteristics have been described above. The two
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principles can also be applied in the antimatter described in the Vedic Texts of
India.
In reality, the antimatter of which we will speak, having all the qualities
opposed to those of matter, is superior to the latter. The matter, by constitution,
is subject to annihilation, in contrast with the antimatter. If matter is destructible
and divisible, antimatter, which has a contrary nature, must be indestructible and
indivisible.
The physicists, who have discovered the two aspects of matter should
continue their researches if they desire to understand that which is the real
antimatter.
The particle of antimatter, more subtle and simpler that the atom, is
impossible to perceive. However, it manifests its presence through its effects.
Although it is infinitesimal, it is extraordinarily powerful; it is in fact that which
sustains the living body.
The different phases of life are those that show the relationships between
the to energies throughout their life in common.
The material body undergoes this evolution as long as the particle of
antimatter animates it, but as soon as it leaves it, it loses all its vitality and
becomes unusable.
The particle of antimatter is therefore much more superior to the material
energy.
The particle of antimatter possesses therefore the qualities difficult to
conceive for the human intelligence, in that they are contrary to all that we
know. Original, more ancient than any material element, it is eternally young
and new. Even in contact with matter, it does not obey any of the laws of the
material nature.
“No weapon can hurt the soul, nor can the fire burn it, or the water make
it wet, or the wind dry it. It is eternal, omnipresent, inalterable and steady; it is
invisible, inconceivable and immutable.”
Energy and information are found everywhere in nature. In fact, on a
quantum level, there is nothing else than energy and information. The quantum
field is another term that indicates the pure conscience or pure potentiality, and
it is influenced by intention and by desire. Let us consider the subject more
carefully.
A flower, a rainbow, a tree, a blade of grass, the human body,
decomposed in their original elements, result as made of energy and
information. The entire universe, in its essence, is the movement of this energy
and of this information. The only difference between the human and the tree
resides solely in the informational and energetic contents of the respective
structures.
In the physical plane, both are formed by the same elements recycled,
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and other chemical elements present in
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infinitesimal quantities, all easily to obtain at a low price. However, neither the
carbon, nor the hydrogen or the oxygen could distinguish the man from the tree.
In fact, continuous exchanges of carbon and oxygen take place among these two.
What follows naturally is that the true difference between human and tree
resides in the energy and in the information.
In the hierarchy of nature, all of you, just as well as me, occupy a
privileged place. We are in fact endowed with a nervous system capable of
being aware of the energy and information contained within the localized field
of pure potentiality, from which our physical body originates.
We perceive this field in a subjective matter through thoughts, feelings,
emotions, desires, memories, instincts, impulses, beliefs. The same field is
experimented in a objective manner through the physical body, through which
we perceive this field as the world we live in. They are made by the same
matter. For this reason, the ancient sages declared: “I am that, you are that,
everything that surrounds us is that, that is everything.”
The human boy isn’t separated from the body of the universe, because at a
quantum-mechanical level there are no well-defined limits. The human is like a
oscillatory movement, a wave, a fluctuation, a convulsion, a whirl, a turbulence
localized in the larger quantum field, or the universe, which is an extension of
the human body.
Our nervous system isn’t only capable of being aware of the information
and energy and its quantum field; because, thanks to it, the human conscience is
infinitely adaptable, we are able to change in a conscious manner the
informational contents that gives origin to the physical body. Choosing to shift
the energetic and informational contents of the quantum-mechanic body, you
will be able to influence the energetic and informational contents of the
extended body – i.e. the environment, the world that surrounds us – and bringing
the things into manifestation in it.
Such a shifting of the energy and information is favored by two elements
inherent to the conscience: attention and intention. The first brings about energy;
the second transforms it. Everything on which you will concentrate your energy
will prosper; on the contrary, everything from which you will turn your attention
away will lose vigor, will disintegrate and disappear. On the other side, the
intention fuses the transformation of energy and of information: it self-realizes
itself.
The quality of the intention within the limits of the object on which you
concentrate your attention determines an infinity of space-and-time events that
will work together for obtaining the desired result. This is rendered possible
because intention in the fecund terrain of the attention presents an unlimited
organizing capacity, i.e. is able to organize simultaneously more space-and-time
events.
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The expression of this hypothesis can be found in every blade of grass, in
every apple flower, in every single cell of the organism; in short, in every living
being.
In the design of nature, everything is correlated and interconnected: the
groundhog gets out of its layer announcing the arrival of spring; the birds
migrate to determined places in a precise period of the year. Nature is a
symphony, composed in silence in the creation.
The human body represents another valid example of this symphony. A
cell that performs around six billion functions a second, knows those performed
simultaneously by other cells. The human body is capable of playing a musical
instrument, fight germs, conceive a child, recite poetry and observe the
movements of the stars simultaneously, because there are infinite correlations in
its informational field.
The nervous system of the human species is extraordinary because it can
posses an unlimited organizing power through the conscious intention. In the
human species, the intention is not fixed or bonded to a rigid energetic and
informational system; on the contrary, it is endowed with an unlimited
flexibility. In other words, should you not violate any laws, you can literary
request, by means of intention, that nature will fulfill your dreams and desires.
You can put at your disposal the machine of the universe and its unlimited
organizing power. You can access creation and, manifesting your intention, you
can activate with this simple act the field of infinite correlations. Intention
creates the premises because pure potentiality, which tries to pass from the nonmanifested state to the manifested one, can flow without difficulties,
spontaneously, without encountering any resistance. The sole condition is that
the will shall be used for the well-being of humanity.
Many arguments are not needed in order to convince us that the essential
part of every one of us, the “I”, is not this body made of flesh, bones, blood, etc.,
that we can look at in the mirror.
That which we are is not the matter of our body, but essentially the Spirit,
the information contained in the mater of the same body.
In fact, should we lose a calf, or an arm, or both legs and both arms, or if
we anesthetize ourselves and if we harm a part of our body, our spirit, not
receiving information from the organs harmed, will receive no sensation of pain.
And in the case of an amputation we do not lose our personality, our
experience, that which allows us to say, “I think, therefore I am” and
paraphrasing, “I am that which I think”.
This is why we affirm that our essence should be looked for “elsewhere”.
Nonetheless, there is an intimate relationship between the body and the spirit, in
that the first allows the second to enrich its own informational power. We are
spirit, i.e. information, which utilizes matter in order to enrich infinitely its own
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informational power. In fact, matter is nothing but the exterior part of the spirit,
of the information. Where could we possibly “locate” the Spirit?
Matter is the exterior world; the exterior world is everything that
surrounds us, including the universe and our body. Therefore, apparently, there
is no place where we could locate the Spirit, since the entire space and the
matter of the Universe constitute the exterior world. Certainly the Universe is
more complex that what the “scientists” have taught us. Space/Time, that which
forms our universe, that which is named “gravitational space”, has an “outside”
and an “inside”; an “outside”, where that which we name “matter” is situated,
and an “inside”, where Spirit, or information, is situated.
Therefore the Spirit, the information dwells “within” all matter; in fact,
we know for sure that “within” us there is the totality of our experiences.
The same thing applies for a five-year-old child; he has “within” all his
experience. Why should I stop here and not go on? However, if things are like
this, even the fetus, which grows in the maternal womb, has its own experience;
we can be sure of that, because in hypnotic regression or in a phase of
psychological relaxation, the subjects remember experiences lived first-handedly
while they were inside the womb of their mothers. They remember all the facts
with all the details, because they lived, sensed, smelled, we can even say
touched them. Yet, “it would seem” that the “fetus” is a “thing” without the
possibility to elaborate data. This is strong evidence that, given these
considerations, we are against the abortion.
Let us continue our “research” in the matters of Spirit. The fetus has its
own Spirit, its own experience; the Spirit, the information, the experience are
naturally present even from the moment of fecundation of the egg, just as they
are present in the spermatozoon.
Yet, where does the information, the Spirit of the egg and sperm cell?
From the immortal “Genes” that compose the DNA contained within them. And
the genes, where do they receive them from? From the Atoms that compose
them; and them, in turn, from the Electrons that move them; today we know that
all subatomic and atomic particles are a whole of “Quanta” or photons made of
Light, and therefore of Unit of information in movement. Thus, we have arrived
at the end of our research regarding the “localization” of the Spirit.
The first “aggregation” of information, Elaboration of the Spirit, takes
place in the Electrons. In fact, they are an aggregate of “photons” or quanta of
light in movement; they live “within” the gravitational space, where all matter
exists.
They are an Aggregation, a family, an orchestra, of Informational Units
in Movement. Let us examine our body and we will see that it too is an
aggregate, a family, an orchestra of Units (the information, the Spirits of the
organs, the cells, the molecules, the atoms, the electrons) in continuous
movement. This means that everything is built in this manner, from the
extremely small to the extremely great, such as the Universe.
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Our “I” is the whole of all the “I”-s contained within our body. Then, the
“I” of the earth is the composition of all the “I”-s of humans, animals, plants,
minerals, etc. that compose it.
Therefore, the “I” of the material Universe is the whole of all the “I”-s
that it contains. It results that the entire material Universe is thinking and it is the
“outside”, the body of a conscious and thinking Universal personality. Just as
out body is the outside of our corporeal conscious and thinking personality. All
this leads us to review all our considerations and to reflect upon our actions
within our own borders, of our neighbor and of our environment in which we
live, the UNI-verse. This leads us to consider our own selves and the UNI-verse
as one single person, one single Thing. The only variant is the point of
observation.
Knowing for sure that above all we are Spirit, information, an “I”, a
Personality, with a physical body for being able to manifest itself, we can admit
that the body is the mirror of the “I”. To be more precise, we should say that we
are Spirits, information, personalities, an I / Us that manifests Itself through the
energy, the matter.
Therefore we are beings aspiring towards immortality, as the information
is not subject to birth or death, but only to perfecting, to aspiring to achieve an
ever more complex possibility of elaboration of the Self.
Energy is the consequence of our movement for acquiring ever more
information, Spirit. The body is the mean for achieving this ideal.
We are using the body that we need, in order to obtain the information
searched for.
We are, just like the first Energetic body, Electrons in phase of evolution.
The Electrons obey the “physical laws” too; they flow in the electric
channels of light; but we have them in our own body and in the DNA as well;
this signifies that there are various levels of Electrons. It is obvious that the
quality of the spirit of the Electron contained within the DNA, which “knows”
how to build a human being, is different from that of the electron that runs in the
thread of light.
This difference exists in every ingredient of created “things”. The ancient
Greeks named these “knowing” Electrons as EONS; the Hebrews named them
AELOHIM, the Egyptians ATOM, etc. This also means that our Spirit, the
information that we contain, is billions and billions years “old”; it has its
beginning in the “initiation” of creation, and our spirit survives our physical
death, returning to the state of Electron and reaching spaces / times adapted
according to our informational, spiritual power; taking part in those dimensions
with other bodies, and so on, towards infinity.
Let us proceed from the discovery of these Electrons. The matter of our
body, just as any other type of existing matter, considered from the point of view
of its minutest particles, the atoms, has nothing different one from another. It is
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similar to the matter that composes the computer with which I am writing this
article, or similar to the apple we eat.
Let us take as an example our head, and more precisely our brain that
lives within the skull; let us imagine magnifying this brain in order to see its
structure better. There – now it is as great as the Himalayas, but it is still solid,
just of a different color, it seems phosphorescent and it assumes the color of the
rainbow.
Let us continue to magnify our brain until it has a diameter of 150 Km; it
grows ever brighter and the contours seem to fade more and more; and then,
continuing the magnification, the cerebrum disappears. The panorama that the
brain was concealing from my view has reappeared again, I can see it clearly.
Where is the brain now? Where is its matter? Is it possible that after
100,000,000 magnifications the brain leaves room to the void in its place?
Let us continue our experiment of magnifying the cerebrum. Mentally, I
can see the cerebrum with a diameter greater than the Sun, but I can still
distinguish a small “thing” formed of small grouped “dots”, and each “dot” is
formed by the movement of a particular Energy, ever in continuous movement
around itself. These “dots” form groups of “dots”, and these groups are a few
here and a few there; every group of “dots”, ever in movement around its own
self, has the size of a pinpoint, and the entire assembly has a diameter of circa 1
cm. Therefore, there was no void in the matter of the cerebrum, and now we see
the “prime substance” of matter. These groups of “dots” moving around
themselves are equidistant one from another and very far apart from one
another, circa 100 m. Trying to count them with a mathematical calculation,
there will be around 100,000,000,000,000,000,000 (a hundred billion of
billions).
Now let us try to get closer to a group of “dots”, together with a friend
named nuclear physics. It will tell us that these groups of “dots” are the “atoms”
that compose the “matter” of our brain and the nucleus (the dots) is formed by
neutrons and protons; it will also tell me that the protons and neutrons are
“states”, i.e. movements of various velocities, of the same “particle” of Energy,
that we name, by convention, Nucleon. However, we were searching for the
Electron and we haven’t found it yet. Let’s ask our friend, the physics, where we
can find the Electrons, and it will tell us that, watching from a distance of circa
50 m, we will find minute elements that rotate around groups of “dots”.
However, because we observe from a distance of 50 m from the nucleon, we do
not realize much. Let us insist with our friend, the physics, and let us ask him
why is it we do not observe anything? Then he will finally tell us that, despite
the observations performed by the physicists, no one could ever behold, actually
see an Electron, or give it a dimension within our gravitational space. The
Electron behaves like a Mathematical Point, as a Being, which is a “thing”
without dimension. According to Einstein, we know that mass increases with
speed and tends toward infinite if the “object” travels with almost the speed of
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light. There are actually “objects”, such as the quanta of light or photons, for
instance, that travel with exactly the speed of light, but do not possess a mass,
and in this case, the volume is equal to zero as well.
The Electron, our friend the physics tells us, seems like a minute “black
hole” that moves the matter/energy surrounding the “outside”, the gravitational
space, from “within” the gravitational space, just like a magnet moves and
ordinates in a determined manner, the iron filings, from below the paper sheet.
It is inside this “within” that we should “imagine” our Electron.
The theory of General relativity of Einstein postulates a Tri-dimensional
Space and an imaginary mono-dimensional Time. In order to understand better
the idea of “outside” and “within”, we need to add something to this “theory”
and this something was named by many contemporary scientists “The Theory of
Complex Relativity”. In a complex space-time, the “outside” is the habitual one
of the general relativity, but the “inside” completes it and presents itself as a
region where space and time change roles. Obviously, this “inside” is where one
should locate the Spirit, the information (the “I”, in the case of living beings). In
the “outside”, we should include everything visible, i.e. the matter; in the
“inside”, we should reestablish the “Spirit”. Therefore, they are diverse but
complementary substances. One cannot exist without the other.
Our scientist friend has revealed his name to us: his name is J.E. Charon.
In his works on “The Theory of Complex Relativity”, he explains very well the
characteristics of the Electron.
The most descriptive image is that of a soap bubble, placed on a rigid
Plane. The Electron is the bubble, with a single point of contact with our
habitual space-time, represented by the rigid plane, with no curvature or only a
slight one. One should note that the curvature of space is limited to the Electron
itself, no actual curvature effect that prolongs outside the limits of the Electron.
It deforms the space around itself, just like a “black hole”.
The Electron forms a universe around itself, spherical, with a diameter of
circa one millionth of a billionth of a millimeter, in continuous pulsation, with a
rhythm of circa 10 to 23rd (a 1 with 23 zeros) periods per second. This space is
therefore completely isolated from the exterior space.
No object can enter or exit from this space; it is a closed space.
The ray of the Electron space increases and decreases during a pulsation;
the density of matter contained within it oscillates between values of 1000
billionth and one million of billionth of a gram per cubic centimeter.
These great densities in the Electron space are confronted with extremely
high temperatures that vary during the pulsation between 100 billion and 1000
billion degrees. These temperatures have also been observed by the astronomers
in super-dense stars. These temperatures are materialized by an electromagnetic
irradiation, present within the electronic space and similar to a gas of photons.
This irradiation is called “black”. It is characterized by the fact that the energies
and the velocities of photons have all the directions and all values possible, just
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like the values of a gas closed within a sphere. The word “black” specifies that
the particles cannot exit from the space where they are contained.
Within the electronic space we find, independently from the photons,
particles that, just like the photon, have mass equal to zero and are called
neutrinos. This neutrinos distinguish themselves from the photons essentially
because that which is called their “spin” is one half of that of photons.
We should stop for an instant on this characteristic called “spin”, because
it is by means of this that the Electron stores the information infinitely and thus
it plays a fundamental role in the mechanisms of “spirit”. The “spin” is the
moment of spontaneous rotation, around its own axis, of every atom or of every
subatomic particle, independently from the manner of rotation. Why is it that
everything has its own importance in the mechanisms of Spirit? It is because we
compare the functioning of the “spirit” with a frame made of many lampions
that can be lighted on command, following the schemes and the formats of
letters or images. Now these lampions, in this case the photons, the black
rradiation of the space closed within the Electron, and the lighting or turning off
of the lampions are in this case the changes of sign of the photonic “spin”; for
instance:
+1 = the image of the lampion lighted; -1 = the image of the lampion
turned off, or vice-versa.
This electronic micro-universe is completely closed, therefore, how can it
interact with the exterior, with the rest of the universe and with the other
Electrons, since experience demonstrates this interaction (the electrostatic
repulsion between two Electrons)? The answer lies in a theory that has found
confirmation in the researches on the Electron, performed by J.E. Charon.
The electronic micro-universe, not void, if the space closing it is not
curve, contains, just like our universe, matter and radiation that was first
identified as a gas of photons, a “black” radiation. The temperature of the
photonic irradiation is highly elevated, of between 70 and 1100 million degrees,
while the micro-universe undergoes successive expansions and contractions,
with radial pulsations 1040-eth weaker than that of our universe.
Fr our universe, the temperature of the black radiation in the space is of
about 3 absolute degrees (270 degrees Celsius). This temperature diminishes as
the universe expands.
This is how the repulsion between two Electrons takes place.
A “black” photon, of one of the “electrons”, will change its velocity, its
spin, with one of “black” photon of another Electron having the same absolute
velocity as the first photon, but of a contrary sign.
A “virtual” exchange of photons exists here, meaning that nothing has
passed from one Electron to another. That is why we are in the presence of a real
“distant” interaction, produced between black photons of the corresponding two
electronic micro-universes.
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Whether the Electron wants to interact with the space of our matter or
with that of another Electron, it will act with these mechanisms of “spin”. Let us
repeat the concept in order to make it clearer:
In order to communicate with the exterior space, a photon, and only one,
changes the sign of its spin, passing from +1 to 0 if the exterior photon has
disappeared; the process is authorized by the law of conservation of the total
spin, if one of the photons of the electronic space, with the spin -1, for instance,
passes simultaneously to spin -2. Another possibility: the photon of a neighbor
Electron B passes from +1 to +2, meanwhile simultaneously a photon of the
Electron A passes from spin -1 to spin -2. In both cases, the conservation of the
total spin can be verified by simply adding the spin in cause.
This type of distant interaction between two Electrons has, in the
philosophical context, a very great importance. In effect, the demonstrations of
Charon have clarified that this irradiation, closed within the electronic microuniverse, does not remain always as a pure black radiation, but it is capable of
increasing, without limits, its interior order (in physics this phenomenon is
named: increase of own negative entropy, gathering ever more information, that
later can be elaborated among them, in order to further enrich its own
informational power.
The Electron is able to exchange, always in a “virtual” manner, as we
have previously explained, this information at distance, following a principle
identical to that used for the purely electrostatic distant interaction. This
exchange of information with other Electrons plays an important role because it
is a fact of a “Spiritual” nature, as long as the information is considered as being
a spiritual product.
As an Electron undergoes the electrostatic influence of another Electron,
no matter what the distance between them, in an equal manner, the exchange of
information between two or more Electrons will take place, no matter what the
distance apart.
Obviously, the Electron, in order to be able to communicate with the
surrounding space, must have a “black radiation” surrounding it. The black
radiation exists from the moment in which a certain temperature can be defined
in the space.
Therefore, the Electron must “create” a membrane (not a cellular or
nuclear one, but a spatial one produced by the topology of space; i.e. it wraps the
space around it) in the space surrounding it, as to isolate the external space from
the space right next to it. As a result, it raises the temperature of the space within
the membrane, causing, for instance, exothermic chemical reactions that release
energy, piloting the photons that disintegrate the chemical elements existent in
the surrounding space. Obviously, it uses pre-existing chemical structures that
are capable of retaining the black radiation.
The Electron, as we have seen, is a closed micro-universe, inserted in our
space-time of matter, and its properties can manifest themselves only under
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these Psychological or Spiritual forms: within the electronic space through
reflection, on the outside through action, knowledge and love.
The reflection is the process that takes place within the electronic space.
Given the fact that the electron reproduces within itself, for the process
described above, the information that it “reflects” mirror-like from the external
space, this process is named Reflection. However, because the electronic
reflection does not require any kind of energy in order to function, it is also a
“free” reflection, capable of choosing itself, i.e. of choosing the couples of
photons around which it will rotate itself.
It is evident that Reflection begins from an experience memorized from
the external environment. As a result, stimulated by the knowledge of an
analogous situation, the electronic space will “remember” and will memorize the
new experience “remembered”; this new act will be called action, an act freely
chosen.
The memory will stimulate the Reflection, and this will generate the
Knowledge in order to become, with the act of reproducing within itself of the
new experience, the action of the electron. This continuous increase of the
informational contents is called negative entropy. The “colloquium” with
another Electron should be called Love, in that a true exchange of information
will be obtained through the virtual exchange of photons.
We can say, with these premises, that love is the simplest process and the
most efficient one for increasing the negative entropy of the Universe.
In order to communicate through the process of Love, at least two are
needed. This evidences that Love is a form of knowledge, in fact, the word
Knowledge has always been related to the amorous act.
Charon confirms us when we affirm that the Spirit, the I of this space-andtime experience, is sustained at the beginning by the experience (that which is
called unconscious) of the Electrons that have aided to the formation of our
body and live together with us until our last passing. Naturally, only the
electrons that live within the DNA are carriers of the entire experience, the
unconscious, ever since the moment of “creation” of the Universe; they
“exchange” with the I in the phase of formation. Those outside the DNA,
participate at this experience in order to obtain other information that will enrich
their informational power; we can call them “child” Electrons, or youths or
inferior energy. Meanwhile, true knowledge is already patrimony of those that
live in the DNA. As even the Electron of the DNA, with every experience lived
in participation in a certain body, acquires the totality of the sensations
perceived by our I, their informational power gets richer and richer.
As it seems obvious, every formed body that lives is a vehicle, a mean
that serves to the Electrons for Knowing, Acting, Reflecting, Loving. “Creating”
a new body, they get richer and they permit another I to manifest itself. In poor
words, this demonstrates that “matter” or Energy is entirely Spiritual, and thus
Thinking; it can be seen that every form enriches the informational power of the
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Energy. With every “passing away” all the information that composes that
specific I is contained in every Electron of the DNA and in those exterior ones,
but only in those capable of getting richer spiritually. This is why our “I” cannot
die, even though it will be multiplied in hundreds of billions of Electrons, and
the I closes the space around itself, just like the Electron, which continues to live
on an Electronic level, with a body made of Light, of Energy. The human
machine is that Biological cell that the Electrons have “created” in order to
multiply Themselves.
Therefore, our entire experience accumulates in the electrons, constantly
interacting among themselves – the conscious and individual one, as well as the
unconscious and collective one, the collective patrimony of humanity.
They are the unique “particle” that never declines spontaneously, and is
therefore Eternal and capable of transmitting indefinitely the information
accumulated.
The purpose of every Electron is “in primis” of increasing its Negative
Entropy, its own interior order, with the hope of discovering and knowing live
the goal of the entire spiritual evolution.
As we can see, this is the same goal of the human being. It could not have
been like this, since he is a “son”, built and animated by these, by the
“Electrons”, that were named in the antiquity “aelohim”, and from the time of
the ancient Greeks to the Middle Age they were named “eons”. Strangely, the
word Eons is a contraction of the word Electrons.
The human adult is analogically similar to a spermatozoon. The brain, that
memorizes within the Electrons of the DNA (electromagnetic/chemical
memory) all the experiences of previous lives, is contained within the head of
the spermatozoon, and it serves for its movement in its space, in the fluid
containing it.
The genetic memory of the DNA reactivates itself during the arch of life
through the brain, unconsciously or consciously, and it “engraves” itself for the
entire duration of life, by means of the cerebrum, in the DNA of the seminal
cells, the experience lived in present. The union within the DNA of these factors
Human/Sperm cell forms an interaction between Life and Intelligence. When
this process takes place, when man becomes aware of his past, by means of
communication with the Intelligence/Memory contained within the Electrons of
his DNA, Death (the great fear of the man who does not know himself) is won
and Life manifests itself in its true form: the Eternal one. From here derives the
extreme importance of recording, in one’s own seminal DNA, a more and more
perfect ethic and behavior.
One can thus see the certain possibility of using particular Mental
Psychological states in order to make our previous experiences “talk” (the
previous lives) memorized within the Electrons situated within the immortal
Genes of the DNA.
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Many psychological techniques, induced or autogenic, of “regression”,
allow the man to “re-live” possible previous lives. In that certain psychological
moment, the DNA speaks to the conscious, expressing itself in the languages of
the time where it returns.
It is funny how the human beings still try in vain to build the machine of
time, in order to enter into the past, and does not realize that he himself is the
perfect “time machine”.
Our brain is also the perfect Radio Receiver-Transmitter.
It allows us to make contact with countless Dimensions of our Universe
and with all the Beings/Entities that live.
The fundamental force that accomplishes the healing process is the will,
psychological/spiritual force that transforms desires into actions, consequently
varying the behaviors, the ethics, the system of life that has led us to disease,
and thus regaining all those balances needed to maintain the state of health.
Practicing the Cosmic laws that regulate the structure of the Living, we will
Always have spontaneous and natural healings! The miracles, the magic, exist
solely for those who do not know how to see the practical application of the
Laws of Creation.
The life of organisms is composed of cells. Every cell of a drop of blood,
every globule is in itself a true Universe. The human body is composed of more
than 100 trillions of cells, every one of which carries circa 100,000 various
genes. They are formed by spiral chains of DNA, which contain the encoded
program of the entire organism. This means that every microscopic cell
possesses a genetic map of the entire human body, composed of
100,000,000,000,000 cells that live, reproduce themselves and self-heal
themselves, if the environment is balanced.
From the moment of conceiving to the “birth”, or “passing” into
manifestation, creation, the new human being has 56 series of cellular
multiplications. However, from “birth” to “death”, it has only 50; this means
that every 2 or 3 years, all the cells of the body, except the cerebral ones, are
substituted, rebuilt and renovated.
In the light of the latter considerations, we obtain two important factors:
1)
In the first part of life, from conceiving to “birth”, the human
undergoes the true imprint! That is why we need to give the maximum
importance to how one lives its formation within the maternal womb; i.e.
the Mother and the Environment in which she lives assume a primary and
fundamental imprint in modeling the being in formation.
2)
As the cycle of cellular renewing is of circa 2 or 3 years, in
order to reestablish every order between the chemical and electronic
reports – in order to reestablish the new organized cellular order in the
entire body, one needs a minimum of 2 years from the beginning of any
re-balancing therapy.
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The DNA molecules are so tight and twisted that, if they were to be
unfolded, united together and elongated, they would cover a distance of circa
124 billion kilometers. On the other hand, this DNA could occupy the space of
an ice cube.
In every instant, within every cell there are thousands of changes at a
molecular level, for most of which is it enough a thousandth part of a second.
Every variation of the cellular terrain will modify the structure of the DNA of
that cell, storing the relative data within the immortal Genes contained within
the DNA. We have thus prepared the transmission of data relative to health or
disease to future generations.
Trying to understand the complexity and the precision of every single cell
is a disturbing thought for the human mind! Even with all our “science”, we do
not know yet how to build a single cell, even the simplest one.
In view of the fact that cells self-heal themselves in a balanced
environment, it means that self-healing is inserted within the genetic program of
the organism.
The instinct of conservation is biologically the strongest one; this makes
evident that the program of self-healing of the organism functions above all and
first of all, provided that certain factors do not intervene as to block this process.
Health and healing should take place at a cellular level.
In a favorable environment, bioelectronically balanced, the cells heal and
regenerate rapidly. In order to have a healthy tissue one needs healthy cells.
The environment adapted to our cells is provided by:
1)
Thoughts and emotions with a high level of quality, according to
the principles of justice in action, reflection, knowledge and love.
2)
Foods with a high qualitative level, so as to obtain a perfect
order between the Bioelectronic rates (Psycho-neuro-orthomolecular
alimentation of Stromillo).
3)
Physical exercise, constant and mild.
Holistic or Biologic medicine does not prescribe pharmacological drugs,
but uses solely products of Nature that do not have collateral effects, nor
contraindications. It limits itself to verifying and teaching the existence of the
laws that regulate the structure of the living.
The product that chemist obtains in the laboratory is much different from
that created by the nature, even if the raw formula is identical.
In fact, the natural product and the chemical product, under the action of
polarized light, present different behaviors; the natural ones deviate to the left or
to the right the polarized light, demonstrating an optical activity completely
absent in the synthetic products.
The latter, put in a polarimeter, under the action of a ray of light emitted
by the sodium, do not deviate light neither to the right nor to the left: they are
racemic.
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Natural products show that the chains of carbon have been chained, in the
great furnace of Nature, by a spiral of life oriented in various manners
according to various individuals, while the synthetic product does not speak; it is
mute, it is dead, because no spiral of life crosses it.
The Academic medicine pretends to cure the diseases of man with these
cadavers, abortions. It introduces them inside the body of the diseased with great
offhandedness, carelessness and unconsciousness, not caring of the storm of
chemical reactions that they cause within the human body, as the first and
second principles of Thermodynamics amply describe them.

In conclusion:
Our body is composed, as we all know, of several organs, all of them
interdependent between them, every one of them performing one or more
functions in order to obtain the well functioning of this marvelous electronic
human machine, which is “The Crystallized Vision” of an electromagnetic
rotating field (White Hole, its external part), moved by its center, the “Singular
Point”, i.e. the Brain.
The physical body is nothing else than materialized energy.
The physical body can be conceived as a mean to control the energy that
can be generated, accumulated and consumed.
Everything that takes place in a particular moment is he result of previous
choices.
Every action generates an energetic force that returns to us with the
greatest intensity.
The intelligence of Nature operates without tiredness, without
encountering obstacles and movements. It is non-linear, instinctive, holistic and
vitalizing.
The human is born from life, therefore his aliments and medicines should
be born from life!
In the moment when energy is released, it can be stored again and used to
create whatever one desires.
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The humans are thoughts structured in a thinking universe. The thought
has the power to transform.
The universe is the extension of the human body. The human body is not
separated from the body of the Universe, since at the quantum-mechanical level
there are no defined limits.
Since the body and the mind have a continuous and dynamic exchange
with the universe, obstructing the circulation of the universal energy is
equivalent to obstructing the circulation of blood.
The flow of life is nothing else than the harmonious interaction of all the
elements and all the structured forces of the existence.
The human body performs a dynamic and continuous exchange with that
of the universe; the human mind interacts in a dynamic manner with that of the
cosmos; the human energy is the expression of cosmic energy.
The human, in his essential state, is pure conscience, or pure potentiality,
or a field of unlimited possibilities and infinite creativity. The pure conscience is
his spiritual essence.
The creation, i.e. anything that exists in the physical world, is the fruit of
transformation of the unmanifested in manifested. Everything we perceive
derives from the unknown: the physical body, the physical universe – as much
as we can perceive through the senses – is the transformation of the
unmanifested, of the unknown, in manifested, in known and visible.
Measuring bioelectronically the three factors, Magnetic, Electric and
Dielectric in the “corporeal fluids” or of a biological state, in effect we measure
all that is life:
1.
The pH, statistical value of the proton (H+); it is a mass factor or
a factor of kinetic energy; it holds the predominant position in every
manifestation of the vital energy; it represents magnetic potentiality and it
gives the greatest ionic mobility.
2.
The rH2, statistical value of the Electron – by means of power of
polarization of the H2, produced by the reaction: (2H+) + (2e-) = H2, it is
a factor of sensitivity per excellence, since it measures the charge in
electrons and represents electric potentiality.
3.
The ro, or electric resistivity, is truly the main factor of
overheating; it represents the resistance to any overheating and at the
same time the dielectric power K, i.e. the electric capacity c = f (K),
capable of increasing this overheating.
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In definitive, the bioelectronic exams have allowed to re-ordinate the
electronic rates of the biological terrain and have permitted to calculate the
“quantum” that re-balances. This constitutes a true rational therapeutic and
pharmacological guide in the application of the principle of healing by means of
“contraries”, considered in relation with the ideal terrain of Perfect Health.
Any other terrain is theoretically more or less pathological , even if the
subject does not manifest any apparent symptom; thus, it can be said that any
“carrier” is a diseased person who ignores himself/herself, as the “disease” will
manifest itself sooner or later.
We wish to repeat, at the cost of seeming persistent, that the unbalances
are of only 4 types: Oxidized/Acid; Oxidized/Alkaline; Reduced/Acid;
Reduced/Alkaline.
These are electronic and chemical terms coupled.
Let us remember that the human, ever since his origins, has always
affirmed that matter is “force” on various stages of “vibration”; nowadays, in the
post-Einstein era, we will say that matter is Energy on various states of vibration
and frequency; the two affirmations are equivalent.
The “suffering” is a Spiritual/Psychological sensation of the Soul/I, which
occurs when the Laws of Creation are broken; these laws reign the entire world
of Energy, and so all the “diseases” are interferences in the normal flow and
flow back of Energy, with the variation of its polarization in the living
organisms. The polarizations or variations of Energy in an incorrect manner
vary, by means of the phenomenon of interdependence in the transformation of
Energy, the biochemistry of the terrain. By means of the DNA we can make a
sum of all the “diseases” recorded in the Immortal Genes contained as
information within these, ever since the moment of Creation (of the Universe).
The final elements of that which we call in an inappropriate manner as “disease”
the pathogenic agents (bacteria, viruses, super viruses, etc.) will multiply and
grow, if assimilated by the external environment. It is only the couple: Terrain +
Pathogenic Agent that produces the “disease”. When the terrain, the corporeal
liquids, are in order, i.e. with bioelectronic values of prefect health, the
pathogenic agent can do nothing and unleashes nothing.
Only if the terrain is electronically disordered the pathogenic agent
unleashes the “disease”, the disorder.
Here is the demonstration of how the verb to break creates, modifies,
transforms the Creation. The “Diseases” are only a way of being of the I! In
fact, this is the basis for manifesting the Capacity to evolve.
The I is the organizer that organizes the Mental System and the Corporeal
one, in order to place itself in the best relation with the Environmental one, the
Universe; the Universal I is the sum of all individual I-s.
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The infinites, attributes concentrating, form the one, 1, the finite.
The immaterial I in a Physical Body; the abstract in the sensitive.
Nowadays we say that the Creation is a thinking hologram, with
memory in an electromagnetic body; the thinking energy, having perception
of itself, considering itself, postulating itself, explaining itself, for itself and in
every point of itself!
We can observe that Matter/Energy is the mirror in which the I/being
can mirror itself and thus see itself, talk to itself, etc., in order to feel alive and
participate at the universal life / “God”.
We can also observe that one (1) is contained in all numbers up to the
infinite. If we divide an infinite number with a finite number, we always obtain
an infinite number; a number is defined as Prime when it is divisible with itself
or with one. What is a number? “Each of the Beings that, forming a series,
indicate the quantity of things of a whole.” What is a Being? “Any idea or
concept, or any real or possible beings, i.e. the intimate nature of what exists!”
The I aware of being conscious is a being (from the verb “to be”). The I is
the being; it is also participant as much as the Universe is a participating
Universe.
It seems evident that the I is a unitary projection of infinite attributes of
the “infinite”, for which the I is a Spiritual Us, a whole of all the verbs, names,
adjectives, etc., i.e. a language of communication; the I exists because it can
mirror itself in the form, through three verbal forms: to be, to do, to have,
becoming aware of its own existence, and it can make communicate, through
other forms, the “matter” with other parts of the I/Self. This is why in the
Genesis it was written: “Let us make the man (the shape) after our own figure
and resemblance”; it is as if the body is the image, the projection of the being,
the I. A historic phrase: “I think therefore I am” is profoundly true! The purpose
of existence is to become aware of one’s Self and achieving all the necessary
balances with the other parts of the Self!
The Infinite attributes, concentrating unitarily form a finite number
endowed with a certain movement in space in a determinate time. This “finite”
number in the human is a “great number”, a Microcosm.
We are not the body, but we are eternal spiritual souls. You were children
once. Now you are grown up men. Where is the body of your childhood? That
body does not exist anymore, and yet you still exist because you are eternal. The
body of that circumstance has changed, but you haven’t changed. This is the
proof of eternity.
The medical science affirms that the cells of the body renew totally every
seven years. No, not every seven years – every second. The blood cells change
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every second. Is this not true? It is not the blood cells that change – you change
your body.
Darwin and his supporters are individuals deprived of the organ of
thought. If in origin there were no superior species, why do they exist now? Is it
because the inferior species continue to exist? Nowadays, for instance one can
see an intellectual and a stupid donkey too. Why these two beings exist
simultaneously? Why hasn’t the species of the donkey disappeared after having
evolved into superior forms?
It is not the cage that allows the bird to live; without the cage, the bird
would be free. However, humans believe that felicity comes from the body in
which they are imprisoned. Isn’t this absurd? In reality, the captivity in this cage
fills them with fear.
Understanding the supernatural feature of existence signifies
understanding that every day our body dies; however, the common human does
not think of dying, because he has no intelligence. The human dies every instant,
but continues to think that he’ll live eternally. In reality, death begins in the very
moment of birth. Our analysis of the problem should be the following: because
the people die, we should stop the process of death. However, our so-called
scientists not only accelerate death, but also refuse to listen to any counsel or
constructive criticism that could give them the possibility to correct themselves.
Nowadays, the majority of people have the erroneous conviction that live
comes from the matter. We cannot allow this absurd theory to propagate itself
without anyone saying anything. Life does not come from matter; on the
contrary, it is matter that comes from life. We do not speak of a theory, but of a
fact. Science is based upon a false theory; as a result, all its lugubrious facts,
with the respective conclusions are false, and this is the cause of suffering in the
world.
When these false theories of modern science will be rectified, the people
will find happiness.
Him who has knowledge of his original cause knows automatically all the
subordinate causes.
Every thing is an energetic manifestation differentiated by a single
principle.
Equilibrium is life! The nature of matter on the 49th vibration.
Let us saw ideas, for they will give birth to Works.
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The writer, together with the Norwegian Schjeldremp has affirmed that it
is not the virus that kills, but its Electromagnetic representation.
Socrates said with great wisdom, “Know thyself”, and the occidental
thought has followed the Greeks in the conception of human as a political
animal. Nowadays it should be reformulated: “Know yourself as your color
dictates you”.
That which moves the individual moves also the celestial spheres.
The color that is so often forgotten as an element in the water molecule
and in the cycle of nitrogen is used as vibration in radioelectronics and biotonics
as a vital part of existence and as a key towards healing, either the human is
aware of these forces or not.
The human should begin to harmonize himself today with the color and
with the vibrations that surround him, because it influences everything that
surrounds him and is influenced through the color-vibration from the spectrum
and outside the spectrum. He has accepted the “miracle” of X-rays, but he hasn’t
gone past the X-rays to understand how the introduction of his food is nothing
but a suspension of color; to understand that his diseases should not be cured
with drugs according to the bacteriological theory, but changing his vibrations.
Here is the response toward the new spatial civilization in which many have
already entered.
Even if a composite can have the same formula, it can be poisonous in
one case and harmless in another, according to the plane of polarization that is to
the left or right.
The human should change consciously the use of the infinity of colors in
which he is submerged and from which he sustains his life. Otherwise, he will
throw himself in the vibrations of disease; will drown into the vibrations of the
past, this being the term used for defining the traditions that can destroy if they
are not changed and reinterpreted or readapted to the consciousness of the
modern man; he will drown in the vibrations of his own ignorance of himselfand
in the bad use of his wavelengths.
It would be a good thing to break the habit of willing stubbornly to study
a dead body (pathologic anatomy) in order to cure life.
The primary objective of all curative methods should aspire to the
conservation, to the re-establishing and regeneration of the electric potential,
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because in the electric potential of the organism resides the key for solving the
“miracle” of healing. The “open sesame” of cure is here: in the subatomic zone.
The cabbage can become a rose; the mutations could take place when the
environment changes; the evolution and the revolution take place with the
vibration of color.
All cures will be valid by means of atomic action of the remedy. The
introduction of electromagnetic remedies within the body isn’t accompanied by
physical assimilation, but by an atomic explosion that releases energy
imprisoned by the muscular rigidity, by the anxiety and by an incorrect
respiration. Thanks to this, the normal molecular activity is reestablished.
Harmony, energy and inertia are the threefold force that contains the
primordial matter and is inserted in any living cell.
The law of life is movement, a rhythmic and cyclic pulsation of radiant
energy that always tends toward conserving and establishing equilibrium and
harmony… its measured and periodic vibrations palpitate throughout the
complete space of each beat, a minor cycle within the great wave of the great
cycle of evolution. As this rhythmical factor becomes more and more evident,
the human begins to note the revelation of an intricate model of radioactive
substances that act as a bridge between the tangible and the intangible, or such
states of life; and this bridge reveals a unity of syntheses between mind and
body. Life is a manifestation of a continuous exchange among various degrees
of matter. The character of energy imprinted in the body during this activity is
ionic even before it is molecular, because it has its origin in the sphere of
radiations. The human perceives only the secondary physical effects, those that
manifest themselves in the plane of matter and that are recognized as molecular
activity (this purely physical approach is the base of biochemistry. The
molecular activity has a major importance, as if it were the one reality, because
the biochemists forget or are not aware of the fact that molecular activity refers
only to a final process and not to the fundamental curative impulses that
stimulate these molecules into activity).
The nervous cell is a generator as well as a transmitter. Both processes
imply the destruction and reconstruction, as well as synthesizing of a long chain
of carbon composites. The type of carbon composites that the cell is made of is a
expression of the manner in which it functioned in the past. This fact suggests a
relationship between the color and the structure of the brain.
The types of hereditary responses are normally explained with the
expression: “…native passages of low resistance of hereditary synchronism
between the nervous cells and the muscle cells.”
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If one should imagine himself within the molecules or the atoms that
absorb light, one should see the complementary color that someone on the
outside of the molecule would perceive as reflected light. In this way, the
interior universe of conscience is the external universe turned outside – just like
the functioning of a photographic machine – and the interior world turned
towards the interior. Life is literally a process of oxidization. Every nervous cell
is a fire with its own fuel. Conscience is a synthesis of many small
incandescences that depend on the cerebral oxidization.

BASIC POSTULATES OF THE CURE WITH STROMILLO’S
MINERAL REMEDIES PHOTO-CHROMATICALLY ENHANCED
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1) All objects have particular vibration frequencies.
2) All organs have particular vibration frequencies, in the state of health.
3) The disease is an altered function: the natural response of the body to the
tension. An altered function is nothing else than a change of frequency, an
increase or a decrease of vibration caused by a agent of tension – of
chemical, mechanical or thermal origin. The bacteria are one of the many
thousands of agents of tension. That is why all diseases have characteristic
vibratory frequencies.
4) The application of the exact frequency – be it aliment, medicine, etc. –
will change the altered function, because the body has the tendency to
return to the original model, if given the opportunity.
5) The cells have a certain selectivity in receiving the rays and vibrations and
in rejecting those that they do not need. If the cells lack color, which is
another way of saying “food” they begin to depolarize and change their
frequency and thus their model of growth.
6) The erroneous color or the wrong type of food tends to change the
frequency of the electromagnetic force field of the cell, and this force
interacts with the outermost force field of the organ, which in turn
influences the whole system; then this reacts with the body’s force field in
its complex. This change leads to tiredness, and the degree of tiredness is
a cause of exhaustion and death.
7) The color, being pure vibration, is the rational type of therapy for health
and disease, because it is in the correct form, in the correct place, at the
right moment.
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